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Abstract

Generally, women have physical not as strong as men and always considered weak so often victimized by crime, aside from sexual slavery by ISIS. Sexual slavery by ISIS includes the category of crime against humanity and desecration of women’s dignity. Slavery is one of the most obvious signs to control and rule others. Therefore, legal protection is needed to alleviate the sadness and suffering women victims of sexual slavery by ISIS. This research aims to know the justification of ISIS thought to make women as sexual slaves and analyze the legal protection effort that can be given to women as victims of ISIS Sexual Slavery by the international organization and international convention. This research is normative legal research. The results of the research indicate the justification of ISIS thought to make women as sexual slaves is a woman who is made as sexual slavery is considered clean so that can enter the heaven. The legal protection effort that can be given to women victims of ISIS sexual slavery by international organization and international convention, one of them is proclaim the protection of human rights with annual review, closing all ISIS access to financial system, working with several countries, especially Canada and Germany in the emergency countermeasures relief programme for the victim, provide psychosocial support services shape training to overcome their problems, and establish social cooperation by encouraging the International Government to strengthen security in an area whose women are the most victims of ISIS sexual slavery.

1. Introduction

In recent years many women, especially the Yazidis, have been victims of sexual slavery carried out by ISIS (Islamic State of Iraq and Syria).¹ Slavery is a system to seize the freedom of the life a human groups to work in the interest of other human groups and contrary to human rights based on the idea that only human beings have a reason, conscience, and free will. Therefore slavery makes humans not life according to their

uniqueness as humans.\(^2\) A slave does not have the right but only has an obligation and must serve his master at any time. Slaves have no power whatsoever even for their own lives. The slave lives for the sake of his master and must be prepared faithfully when carrying out his master’s orders.\(^3\) Slavery is a common problem in the Arabian Peninsula as well as throughout the world because it supports economic and social systems. Ending slavery means that you will face tremendous resistance from various circles of society because slavery has been considered a reality of life. Therefore, no one thinks about ending it.\(^4\)

Sexual slavery is a situation where the offender feels that he is the owner of the victim’s body so that he has the right to do anything including sexual satisfaction, such as rape or some other form of sexual crime.\(^5\) The UN special rapporteur, Gay J. McDougall in his final report on contemporary forms of slavery defines that adult women and children are forced to marry, provide domestic services, or carry out other forms of forced labor which ultimately involve forced sexual activity by its captors, including the scope of sexual slavery activities.\(^6\) This crime is one of the most obvious signs to control and rule others.\(^7\)

ISIS’s sexual slavery against women, especially the Yazidi (a minority group of Kurds who mostly live in Iraq) includes acts of human rights violations that are categorized as crimes against humanity, as stated in Article 7 Paragraph (1) Part (g) Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court:

“For the purpose of this Statute, “crime against humanity” means any of the following acts when committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population, with knowledge of the attack:
Rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, enforced sterilization, or any form of sexual violence of comparable gravity”.

In addition, sexual slavery by ISIS is a desecration of the dignity of women because it makes women as cultural objects that are misguided and do not get humane treatment. Sexual slavery was also carried out to make women as producers of funds for ISIS militants by means of prostitution, trade, and ransom. For ISIS militants, men occupy a higher position than women because it has the legitimacy to conquer and force women.\(^8\) So they eventually make women as sexual objects.\(^9\)
Here are two examples of cases of sexual slavery committed by ISIS against women, especially the Yazidis:

1. Cases of Sexual Slavery by ISIS against Nadia Murad Basee Tahaa
   Nadia Murad Basee Tahaa (21, a resident of Sinjar, Northern Iraq), one of the women of the Yazidi who was a victim of ISIS’s sexual slavery and managed to escape, felt the shock of the inhumane acts committed by the militant organization against her or other women. Nadia who was kidnapped from her village claimed to be forced to pray before being raped and sold as a sexual slave by ISIS or Daesh. When ISIS entered their village they killed children and young and old men. The next day, ISIS killed old women and led young girls, including Nadia to be taken to Mosul. In Mosul, Nadia saw thousands of Yazidi women where the woman was distributed to the slave master. ISIS rapes girls and does what they think is inconceivable. The activities carried out is said to be their Sharia Court. They also have the names and telephone numbers of their captives (slaves) from the slave masters and then call their slaves every time they want to spend time with their slaves and sell their slaves.10

2. Cases of Sexual Slavery by ISIS against Khalida
   Khalida (20 years, Iraqi citizen) who succeeded in being free from ISIS after his family redeemed USD 24 thousand, was also a Yazidi woman and expressed his pain when ISIS made it a sex slave. At that time he and 800 other Yazidi women were sold 8 times and displayed like car showrooms. At first, women were placed in a large room parade which Khalida described as a car showroom but the contents were girls. Khalida along with other Yazidi women was on display then the men came and saw it like things. The women have separated again between those who are married and those who are not married. For those who are single, including Khalida and her cousin, they are taken to the big hall then ISIS takes their photos. Women bought for cash at least around USD 20 thousand. Women can also be exchanged for things, such as cell phones or used as gifts. The prettiest women were put into a special room then 5 ISIS leaders came to vote for him and each took 3 or 4 girls. Khalida's buyer was Abu Qalla, a Syrian man. During his purchase, Khalida was not only raped but also reviled by Abu Qalla’s wife, saying Khalida was a Yazidi and deserved to accept it. Khalida expressed ISIS’s atrocities so that citizens of the world would know that ISIS was doing all heinous things to him and understood how Yazidi women suffered. The trials of Khalida and other Yazidis began in August 2014 where they were attacked by ISIS and labeled as “infidels”.11

Regarding that, human nature including women is created by God as a person with reason and free will who has value in such a way that it cannot be used solely as a means or forced to act contrary to his inner voice, as is slavery. Supposedly, people around the world reject all forms of slavery, including the sexual slavery of women by ISIS. The women who were victims of sexual slavery by ISIS naturally experienced

deep physical and psychological suffering. Therefore, these women are entitled to legal protection. Legal protection is expected to reduce the sadness and suffering of victims in the form of physical, moral and mental, economic, social or loss losses that are almost ignored and forgotten by social control institutions.\textsuperscript{12}

Through the research background, the following problems can be formulated:
1. What is the justification of ISIS thinking to make women as sexual slaves?
2. What is the role of international organizations and international conventions in providing legal protection efforts for women victims of ISIS sexual slavery?

The purpose of this research was to find out the justification of ISIS thought to make women as sexual slaves and analyze legal protection efforts that international organizations and international conventions can provide to women who are victims of sexual slavery by ISIS.

Based on the search for the title of the research, the authors found two previous researches that resembled the author’s research so that the authenticity of the research could be accounted for by the author, namely (1) Research by Catharina Ida Ayu Putri Renyut in 2015 with the title Role of UNICEF in Protecting Children Against Violence Done by ISIS Separatist Groups (Islamic State Of Iraq And Syria) whose research objective is to find out the role of UNICEF in efforts to protect children who are victims of violence perpetrated by ISIS separatists.\textsuperscript{13} (2) Research on Vidra Febrika in 2016 with the title Legal Protection of ISIS War Prisoners Judging from Geneva Convention III in 1949 and Additional Protocols to Geneva Convention I in 1977 whose research objective was to find out the legal protection of ISIS prisoners of war according to Geneva Convention III in 1949 and Additional Protocol to Geneva Convention I 1977.\textsuperscript{14}

The author finds the similarity of this research with the two previous studies, which are both reviewing the legal protection of victims of ISIS crime. A prominent difference is in research (1) emphasizing the legal protection of children as victims of ISIS violence according to UNICEF, in research (2) emphasizing more on the legal protection of ISIS prisoners of war, especially soldiers and civilians according to the conformity of the 1949 Geneva Convention III and Supplementary Protocols to Geneva Convention I 1977, while the author’s research emphasizes more on legal protection of women as victims of ISIS sexual slavery according to international organizations and

conventions, but first describes the justification (justification reasons) of ISIS thinking used as a legal basis for ISIS to commit sexual slavery against women.

2. Research Methods

This research uses a type of normative or doctrinal legal research. This type of research is research with discovery the truth of coherence, namely whether there are legal rules that are in accordance with legal norms and is there a norm in the form of orders or prohibitions in accordance with legal principles, and whether a person’s actions are in accordance with legal norms (not just according to the rule of law) or legal principles. The approach used a legal conceptual approach. A legal concept approach departs from the views and doctrines that develop in law. In using a conceptual legal approach it is necessary referring legal principles that can be found in the view of scholars or legal doctrines.

3. Result and Discussion

3.1. The Justification of ISIS Thought to Make Women as Sexual Slaves

The justification of ISIS thought to make women as sexual slaves is a woman who is made as sexual slavery is considered clean so that can enter the heaven. The female slave child born to his master becomes Muslim because he has the status as his father. In addition, the justification of ISIS thought to do sexual slavery against women is by abusing the Islamic doctrine in the Al-Quran, through Qs 4:24 which declares:

“All women who are married, forbidden for you except women who have been enslave, it’s yours, this is the law of Allah for you”.

The Islamic doctrine through Qs 4:24 which have been abused by ISIS, used as a basis the law of women slavery. There is also another ISIS justification to do sexual slavery against women, through the Fatwa Number 64 which have been published by the ISIS committee dated January 29, 2015. The Fatwa Number 64 declares:

“One grace that God’s give to the Khilafah (ISIS) state is can control this area which has been vast and one thing that becomes a consequence of jihad is that women and infidel children will become Muslim slaves”.

The Fatwa issued by ISIS committee is also basis the law which aims to regulate the treatment against infidel slaves who have been permitted become sexual needs satisfier of militants ISIS. There are also several other Fatwas issued by ISIS, such as:

1. The Fatwa which declares “For those who are not Islamic and for a government that declares themselves to be Muslims but does not make Islamic law as the basis of policy is called an “infidel”. So that ISIS considers them to be part of the Hizb Al-Syaithan (the path of Satan)."

16 Ibid. h. 177-178.
2. The Fatwa which declares “Prisoners or children’s slave and infidel women is the grace of Allah that given for ISIS”. So between ISIS jihadist and women who have been captured applied special rules, namely that ISIS allowed to rape prisoners; 
3. The Fatwa which declares “The life or organs of an infidel do not need to be respected and can be taken through impunity”. So that ISIS is allowed to use infidel’s organs for the Muslims survival; and 
4. The Fatwa which declares “Disabilities children or who are born with mental retardation must be killed”. So that as many 38 of children who are born disable or have down syndrome from 1 week until 3 months, even who are newly born have been killed by lethal injection.19

Regarding the Islamic doctrine, the Islamic doctrine is the doctrine which has been to teach the peace and not to teach violence in life between human beings. Actually, nothing religious doctrine in this world which allowing slavery against humans, especially against women because it violates the Godhead and humanity value. For those who are indeed contra-Islamic, very sure that ISIS is a symbol of the Islamic doctrine. However, the world community certainly already realize that sexual slavery against women in any religion including Islamic, not justified.

Regarding the Fatwa, the Fatwa is decisions of Islamic matters given by muftis or cleric about a problem. The Fatwa is also interpreted as pious advice, good lessons or advice.20 The position of the fatwa as a source of law can be equated with doctrine and of course, the power of the fatwa is not absolute and non-binding, as applicable to the provisions of the law or the judge’s decision which is binding.21 The thought of a cleric who gives the fatwa may be different from the thoughts of other clerics in responding to a particular problem. The definition of the fatwa shows that fatwas do not have a legal binding capacity and do not have to be followed by certain institutions or the public if the contents of the fatwa are not in accordance with humanity values adopted and contrary to the law.

If the Islamic doctrine and the Fatwa associated with the justification of ISIS thought to make women as sexual slaves, actually the doctrine in Al-Quran through Qs 4:24 which have been abused by ISIS as a basis the law of women slavery and Fatwa Number 24 dated January 29, 2015 which also have been used by ISIS as a basis the law of women slavery, classified as the heresy doctrine.

The heresy doctrine by ISIS is the religious radicalism doctrine because marked by:

1. The tendency to interpret the doctrine Islamic (Al-Quran or Hadith) textually and ignoring the actual context; and

---

2. There is contra-pluralism tendency.\(^{22}\)

It’s known that the justification of ISIS to do sexual slavery against women only based on their own interpretation. The interpretation through the religious doctrine which has been abused and Fatwa which have been issued by the ISIS militant committee, only to justify their action against women. That action aims in order to the parties who are contra indeed against ISIS, not mention the sexual slavery against women as a rights violation against womankind.

3.2. The Role of International Organization and International Convention in Giving The Legal Protection Effort Against Women as ISIS Sexual Slavery Victim

The legal protection is a protection of human dignity and also recognition of human rights that are owned by legal subjects based on the legal provisions of arbitrariness.\(^{23}\) Sexual slavery is a form of ISIS abuse that makes the fate of women, especially the Yazidis very sad, regarding activities that encourage them to enter sexual slavery. For this reason, legal protection is needed by women victims of ISIS sexual slavery. These legal protection efforts can be carried out through study of the international organization’s theory and the international cooperation’s theory.

The international organization’s theory declares that the existence of international organizations will make the benefits of an international collaboration more effective and facilitate cooperation in conflict resolution.\(^{24}\) International organizations have an organizational culture, namely the basic patterns accepted by the organization in acting and solving problems. For this reason, it must be taught to its members as a correct way of studying.\(^{25}\) International organizations also have a role as a forum or forum for activities where members can discuss, argue and argue.\(^{26}\) In this case, it is an activity to provide protection to women victims of ISIS sexual slavery as serious concerns of countries and respect for the dignity, dignity and human rights of women in the world. Through the international organization’s theory mentioned above, these legal safeguards can be carried out through the role of the United Nations as an international organization. One of the objectives the United Nations in Article 1 Paragraph (3) of the UN Charter is:

“To achieve international cooperation in solving international problems of an economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian character, and in promoting and encouraging respect


for human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion”.

Based on these objectives, the role of the United Nations in protecting women victims of ISIS slavery is:

1. Through the United Nations Human Rights Council, it seeks to overcome the problem by outlining reports on human rights conditions in Syria and proclaim the protection of human rights with its annual review;
2. Collaborate with the Iraq government to limit and closing all ISIS access to the financial system through efforts to prevent and stop ISIS actions in using local banks under their control as a source of funds;
3. Proclaim the UN members to prevent recruitment of radical ISIS groups against their respective citizens; and
4. Through the UN Security Council, issued the UN Security Council Resolution 2170 of 2014 on 15 August which expressed strong condemnation of ISIS for its actions and called on member states to take national steps to suppress ISIS inflows. This is in accordance with Article 24 Paragraph (1) UN Charter:
   “In order to ensure prompt and effective action by the United Nations, its Members confer on the Security Council primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security, and agree that in carrying out its duties under this responsibility the Security Council acts on their behalf”.

According to Article 24 Paragraph (1) of the UN Charter, the responsibility of the Security Council is to maintain international peace and security. Therefore, to maintain international peace and security from the crime of sexual slavery against women conducted by ISIS, it can be done by issuing a decision in the form of UN Security Council resolutions.
5. Collaborate with Iraq to ensure that women who are victims of sexual slavery by ISIS have access to justice and recovery.
6. Proclaim the UN members to enact laws prohibiting individual citizens traveling to ISIS and applying them officially.

The international cooperation’s theory declares that international cooperation is carried out for the sake of equal interests, even though each country certainly has different interests. International cooperation is a form of agreement on certain problems that occur between 2 or more countries in order to utilize equality of interest or conflict of interest. International cooperation is also carried out by participating countries that are bound by an international convention. When linked to legal protection efforts against women victims of sexual slavery by ISIS, international cooperation can be said to be a form of agreement made by international organizations, between international organizations and several countries, or between participating countries in certain

international conventions to resolve slavery problems sexually by ISIS on the basis of equality of interest, namely the interest in protecting women victims of sexual slavery.

Through the international cooperation’s theory mentioned above, the legal protection effort against women as victim sexual slavery by ISIS are carried through:

1. **UNHCR (United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees)**
   
   UNHCR was established with the aim of providing protection and assistance to refugees based on the request of a government or UN and then accompanying the refugees in the process of moving to a new place. In UNHCR Statute, Chapter I General Provisions Part (1) declares that:
   
   “The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, acting under the authority of the General Assembly, shall assume the function of providing international protection, under the auspices of the United Nations, to refugees who fall within the scope of the present Statute and of seeking permanent solutions for the problem of refugees by assisting Governments and, subject to the approval of the Governments concerned, private organizations to facilitate the voluntary repatriation of such refugees, or their assimilation within new national communities”.

   According to Chapter I General Provisions Part (1) UNHCR Statute, UNHCR holds the function of providing international protection to refugees and finding a permanent solution to the problem of refugees. Women who have managed to escape from the area of ISIS's sexual slavery will certainly be refugees who need help and protection. The legal protection which has been given by UNHCR to refugees who are become sexual slavery’s victim is:
   
   a) Collaborate with the Canada government of carrying Yazidi’s women to Canada in 4 months period to be given a government emergency response assistance program to save those who experience despair over their lives and in the face of an uncertain future;
   
   b) Collaborate with the Germany government to provide psychological education and counseling to Yazidi women who leave home forcibly because their home country is in conflict;
   
   c) Collaborate with the with local NGOs and UN partners by provide assistance such as tents, plastic sheets, blankets, cleaning equipment, heating, wheelchairs, and providing medicine through the Kurdish Red Crescent; and
   
   d) Collaborate with the United Nations World Food Programme to provide food assistance for Yazidi refugees.29

2. **UNICEF (United Nations Children’s Fund)**
   
   UNICEF is the UN organization that provides humanitarian assistance and the development of long-term welfare for children in developing countries. Through UNICEF, Yazidi women who are still classified as children, namely under the age of 18 years are given the following protection measures:
   
   a) Provide psychosocial support services shape training to overcome their problems;

---

b) Facilitate training in child-friendly spaces to improve planning and design activities, raising awareness about child protection, identifying and integrating children with special needs;

c) Provide access to services basis and sustaining life and to protect them from acts of violence that surround them;

d) Establish social programs in Iraq shape child protection, education, and communication programs for development in various communities; and

e) Strengthening the capacity of the Iraq government and Iraq civil society to monitor and report serious violations against children and strengthen response mechanisms for children affected by the violation.30

3. CEDAW (Convention on the Elimination of All Forms Against women)
CEDAW is the international convention that specifically regulates women's rights and strongly opposes all forms of discrimination against women. There are 3 principles underlying CEDAW as contained in Part I, namely the principle of non-discrimination (Article 1 and Article 4), the principle of equality (Preamble and Article 2,3,4,5), and the principle of state liability (Article 2,3,4,5). In this regard, the sexual slavery committed by ISIS against women, especially the Yazidis, is a form of racial discrimination and must be abolished. This declares in the CEDAW Preamble:

“Emphasizing that the eradication of apartheid, all forms of racism, racial discrimination, colonialism, neo-colonialism, aggression, foreign occupation and domination and interference in the internal affairs of States is essential to the full enjoyment of the rights of men and women”.

Women as victims of sexual slavery conducted by ISIS must be given the legal protection. This in accordance with Article 2, especially Part (c):

“To establish legal protection of the rights of women on an equal basis with men and to ensure through competent national tribunals and other public institutions the effective protection of women against any act of discrimination”.

Through the Article 2 Part (c) CEDAW, the legal protection which has been given to women as victims of sexual slavery by ISIS can be done by:

a) CEDAW participant countries are required to make regulations relating to the prohibition of sexual slavery against women in their respective countries, especially sexual slavery by ISIS and include general deterrent effect sanctions if ISIS dares to violate these regulations;

b) CEDAW participant countries establish social cooperation by encouraging the International Government to strengthen security in an area whose women are the most victims of ISIS sexual slavery;

c) CEDAW participant countries determine security goals and indicators for the prevention and handling of ISIS sexual slavery against women;

d) CEDAW participant countries makes the monitoring strategies for ISIS-prone areas so that ISIS will always feel supervised and women who are subjected sexual slavery will feel protected.

4. CRC (Convention on the Rights of the Child)

CRC is the international convention that enforcing children's rights and the best interests of children. In the CRC there are 4 main principles listed, namely the principle of non-discrimination (Article 2), the best principle for children (Article 3 Paragraph (1)), the principle of the right to life, continuity and development (Article 6), and the principle of appreciation against the opinions of children (Article 12 Paragraph (1)). In this regard, ISIS’s sexual slavery is not only carried out for adult women, but also for women who are immature (children). ISIS's sexual slavery against children, of course, contradicts the 4 main principles in the CRC. Children as an adult, both physically and mentally if they are victims of ISIS sexual slavery must be given proper legal protection. This declares in the Preamble of CRC:

"Bearing in mind that, as indicated in the Declaration of the Rights of the Child, the Child, by reason of his physical and mental immaturity, needs special safeguards and care, including appropriate legal protection, before as well as after birth".

Futhermore, ISIS’s sexual slavery against women who are immature (children), is also included as sexual exploitation because of selling children sexually and forcibly to slave masters to fill the ISIS militant cash. Therefore, CRC participant countries are trying to protect children from sexual exploitation. The legal protection effort by CRC participant countries manifested in Article 34 CRC:

States Parties undertake to protect the child from all forms of sexual exploitation and sexual abuse. For these purposes, States Parties shall in particular take all appropriate national, bilateral and multilateral measures to prevent:
(a) The inducement or coercion of a child to engage in any unlawful sexual activity;
(b) The exploitative use of children in prostitution or other unlawful sexual practices;
(c) The exploitative use of children in pornographic performances and materials.

In addition, CRC participant countries also can give the legal protection effort against children as victims of ISIS sexual slavery in a way:
a) Take steps nationally, bilaterally, and multilaterally to create child shelter programs for those who do not have a place to live after the occurrence of sexual slavery;
b) Give the physical and mental therapy services for children to restore conditions after the occurrence of sexual slavery; and
c) Facilitate clothing, food and medicine needs for children.

Based on the legal protection efforts against women as victims of ISIS sexual slavery through the role of international organizations and conventions, it’s known that the international organizations and conventions, which include the United Nations, UNHCR, UNICEF, CEDAW, and the CRC have a great concern for women who are victims of sexual slavery by ISIS. The spirit of optimization and seriousness of international organizations and conventions in providing full the legal protection to women as explained above shows that both highly uphold the dignity of women, oppose all forms of discrimination, and of course strongly oppose sexual slavery against the women carried out by ISIS. Through the role of international organizations and conventions in providing the legal protection for women, at least it can weaken the strength of ISIS militant groups and reduce the level of crime they commit, especially sexual slavery against women.
4. Conclusion

The justification of ISIS thought to make women as sexual slaves is a woman who is made as sexual slavery is considered clean so that can enter the heaven. Another the justification is by abusing the Islamic doctrine in Al-Quran through Qs 4:24 and using the Fatwa Number 64 which have been published by the ISIS committee dated January 29, 2015 as a basis the law of women slavery to regulate the treatment against infidel slaves who have been permitted become sexual needs satisfier of militants ISIS. The role of international organization and international convention in giving the legal protection effort against women as ISIS sexual slavery victim, one of them is proclaim the protection of human rights with annual review, closing all ISIS access to financial system, prevent recruitment of radical ISIS groups against their respective citizens, working with several countries, especially Canada and Germany in the emergency countermeasures relief programme for the victim, such as provide shelter, food, medicine, education, psychological counseling to overcome their problems, and other victims' needs equipment (plastic sheets, blankets, cleaning equipment, heaters, and wheelchairs), provide psychosocial support services shape training to overcome their problems, proclaim of UN members to enact laws prohibiting individual citizens traveling to ISIS and applying them officially, and establish social cooperation by encouraging the International Government to strengthen security in an area whose women are the most victims of ISIS sexual slavery.
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